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Abstract. As an important delegation technology, Proxy signature al-
lows an original signer to delegate her signing capability to a proxy signer
and the proxy signer can produce a signature on behalf of the original
signer. At present, the length of proxy signature is a sum of lengths of
two signatures in most of proxy signature schemes. It limits some appli-
cations for proxy signature. In this paper, we propose an efficient short
proxy signature scheme without random oracle model based on Zhang
et al.’s signature scheme. And the scheme is proven secure in the stan-
dard model and the security of the scheme is related to the k +1-Square
Roots Assumption. Compared with Huang et al.’s scheme, our scheme
has several advantages over Huang et.al ’s scheme in terms of the size
of public key and computational costs of generation and verification of
proxy signature. It is very suitable for mobile device.

Keywords: mobile agent, proxy signature, the k + 1-square roots problem, se-
curity proof, standard model

1 Introduction

In Mobile Ad hoc Networks, permanent connections between customers and
servers are unnecessary and impracticable. To ensure service availability to the
customers distributed in the whole networks, the server must delegate his rights
to some other parties in the systems, such as mobile agents. A good way to
realize this delegation is proxy signature technology.

The notion of proxy signature scheme is introduced by Mambo et. al in 1996
[1]. A proxy signature scheme allows an entity, called original signer, to delegate
his signing capability to one or more entities, called proxy signer. Since it was
proposed, the proxy signature schemes have been suggested for use in many
applications [2, 6–8], particularly in distributed computing where delegation of
rights is quite common. Examples discussed in the literature include distributed
systems, Grid computing, mobile agent applications, distributed shared object
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systems, global distribution networks, and mobile communications. And to adapt
different situations, many proxy signature variants have been produced, such
as one-time proxy signature, proxy blind signature, proxy verifiably encrypted
signature, multi-proxy signature, and so on. Since the proxy signature appeared,
it has attracted many researchers’ great attention. Based on the delegation type,
proxy signature schemes are divided into full delegation, partial delegation and
delegation by warrant. According to whether the original signer knows the proxy
secret key, proxy signatures can also be classified as proxy-unprotected and proxy-
protected schemes. In a proxy-protected scheme the original signer cannot forge
a proxy signer to produce a proxy signature. It means that proxy signature can
be produced only by the proxy signer. Thus we can clearly distinguish the rights
and responsibilities between the original signer and the proxy signer.

Provable security is a basic requirement for a signature scheme. Until now, al-
most all of proxy signature schemes are only proven secure in the random oracle
model which was introduced by Bellare and Rogaway in [20]. In the model, hash
function is regarded as a random generator. Thus, there exist constructions of
various cryptographic schemes [3–5] provably secure in the random oracle model,
but for which no instantiation of the random oracle yields a secure scheme in
the standard model. As a consequence, a central line of research in modern cryp-
tography is designing efficient schemes provably secure in the standard model.
Recently, Huang et al.[10] proposed a proxy signature scheme without random
oracle model based on Waters’ signature scheme. Because Waters’ signature
scheme is not very efficient in terms of the size of public key and computational
cost of producing signature, The drawbacks of Huang et al.’s scheme are the
relatively large size of its public parameters and the complicated computational
cost inheriting from Waters’ approach. It is an open problem to construct a short
efficient proxy signature scheme without random oracle model.

Being inspired with the problems above, in this paper, based on Zhang et
al.’s short signature scheme[24], we propose an efficient proxy signature scheme
without random oracle model. At the same time, we also show that the security
of the scheme is tightly related to the k + 1−Square Root Assumption in the
standard model. Compared with Huang et al.’s proxy signature scheme, our
scheme has several advantages over Huang et al.’s scheme in terms of the size
of public key and computational costs of producing proxy signature, (1) the
shorter size of proxy signature; (2) less computational cost in the signing phase
and verification; (3) the shorter size of public key.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review some
preliminary requirements and security assumptions throughout the paper. In
section 3, we describe the formal models of our proxy signature scheme and our
scheme is proposed in section 4. In section 5, security analysis and efficiency
analysis of our scheme is given. Finally, we draw this paper.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly review the basic definition and properties of the bilinear
pairings. Bilinear pairings have been found to be very useful in various applica-
tion in recent years and have us to construct new cryptographic primitives. We
recall some notations[6, 23] which are related to bilinear pairings.

Let G1 be a cyclic multiplicative group generated by the generator g, whose
order is a prime q, and G2 be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same prime
order q. We assume that the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in both G1 and
G2 is hard. An admissible pairing e :G1×G1 −→ G2, which satisfies the following
three properties:

– Bilinearity: If u, v ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Z∗q , then e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab;
– Non-degenerate: There exists a g ∈ G1 such that e(g, g) 6= 1;
– Computable: If u, v ∈ G1, one can compute e(u, v) ∈ G2 in polynomial time.

We note the modified Weil and Tate pairings associated with supersingular
elliptic curves are examples of such admissible pairings. For security of a signa-
ture, the strongest security notion was defined by Goldwasser, Micali and Rivest
[12]. The security of the scheme discussed in this paper is based on the following
strongest security assumption.
Definition 1 (Existential unforgeability under adaptive chosen message
attack of a signature scheme)[12]
Let DSC=(G, K, S, V) is a digital signature scheme. We consider a polynomial
probabilistic algorithm F that is given input a public key pk and access to a
hash oracle OH(·) and a signing oracle Os(sk,·), where pk and sk are matching
keys generated via params ← G(1k); (pk,sk) ← K(params). Let define

AdvCMA
F := Pr[params ← G(1k), (pk, sk) ← K(params),

(M, σ) ← FOH(·),Os(sk,·)(pk) : V(pk, M, σ) = 1]

F is said to (t, qH , qsig, ε)-break a digital signature scheme if after running in
at most t steps, making at most qH adaptive queries to OH(·) and at most qsig

adaptively chosen message queries to Os(sk,·), F outputs a valid forgery (M ,
σ) on some new message M (i.e. this message was not queried to the signing
oracle.) with AdvCMA

F ≥ ε. DS is said to be (t, qH , qsig, ε)-secure if and only if
no forger can (t, qH , qsig, ε)-break it. DS is said to be secure against existential
forgery under adaptive chosen message attack if ε is negligible in the security
parameter k and DS is said to be (t, qH , qsig, ε)-secure.

Definition 1. (k +1-SRP). The k +1 Square Roots Problem in (G1,GT ) is as
follows: For an integer k, and x ∈R Zq, g ∈R Zq, g ∈ G, given

{g, α = gx, h1, · · · , hk ∈ Zq, g
(x+h1)

1
2 , · · · , g(x+hk)

1
2 }

compute g(x+h)
1
2 for some h 6∈ {h1, · · · , hk}
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We say the k + 1-SRP is (t, ε)−hard if for any t−time adversary A, we have

Pr

[
A(g, α = gx, g(x+h1)

1
2 , · · · , g(x+hk)

1
2 |x ∈R Zq, g ∈ G, h1, · · · , hk ∈ Zq)

= g(x+h)
1
2 , h 6∈ {h1, · · · , hk}

]
< ε

where ε is negligible.

Definition 2. (k + 1−SR Assumption). We say that the (k + 1, t, ε)−SR as-
sumption holds in (G1,GT ) if no t−time algorithm has advantage at least ε in
solving the k + 1−SRP in (G1,GT ), i.e., k + 1−SRP is (t, ε)− hard in (G1,GT ).

Remarks. k + 1 Square Roots Problem is not a well studied problem and we are
uncertain of its difficulty. The security of our proposed scheme relies on k + 1
SR security assumptions.

2.1 Proxy Signature Scheme

A proxy signature scheme consists of three entities: an original signer, a proxy
signer and a verifier.

Definition 3. A proxy signature scheme consists of the following polynomial-
time algorithms.

– Setup: The probatilistic generation algorithm that takes as input a security
parameter l, and outputs system parameters: param. The original signer and
proxy signer produce their secret-public key pair (sko, pko) and (skp, pkp),
respectively. Note that, in fact, Setup phase consists of parameters generation
algorithm(ParamGen) and key generation algorithm (KeyGen).

– Delegation algorithm DL: the algorithm takes as the input the secret key
sko of an original signer and a warrant W , where the warrant W contains
the identity (ID) of proxy signer and, possibly, restrictions on the message
the proxy signer is allowed to sign. Finally, output the proxy signing key sp.

– Proxy Signing Algorithm PS: the algorithm takes input the proxy signer’s
proxy signing key sp,the proxy signer’s public key pkp and the message M ,
and outputs the proxy signature δp of the message M .

– Proxy signature Verification PV: a deterministic algorithm PV takes input
(pks, pkp, M , W ,δp), and outputs a bit, where W is a warrant of warrant. We
say that δp is a valid proxy signature for M if PV(pks, pkp, M , δp,W )=1,
otherwise outputs false ⊥ .

2.2 Security Requirements of Proxy Signature

Since Mambo et al. introduced the conception of proxy signature, many security
requirements of proxy signature are added continually to satisfy the requirement
in different situations. In order to make a proxy signature scheme fairer to the
responsibility of the original signer and the proxy signer in some cases. The
security requirements of a secure proxy signature scheme are described as follows:
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– Verifiability: For the proxy signature, a verifier can be convinced of an orig-
inal signer’s agreement on the signed message.

– Strong unforgeability: A proxy signer can create a valid proxy signature on
behalf the original signer. However, the original signer and any third party
can not generate a valid proxy signature in the name of proxy signer.

– Strong identifiability: For a proxy signature, anyone can determine the iden-
tity of the corresponding proxy signer.

– Strong undeniability: Once a proxy signer generates a valid proxy signature
on behalf of the proxy signer, the proxy signer can’t deny his signature
generation against anyone.

– Prevention of misuse: It should be confident that proxy key pair can’t be
used for other purposes. In the case of misuse, the responsibility of proxy
signature should be determined explicitly.

Where Unforgeability is the most important property in a proxy signature. It
denotes that only delegated proxy signer can generate a valid proxy signature and
original signer cannot produce a valid proxy signature on behalf of proxy signer.
In fact, unforgeability includes the undeniability and prevention of misuse.

According to the model defined in [10, 11], we divide the potential adversary
into three attack types:

1. Type I: In this attack type, an adversary AI only has the public keys of
original signer and proxy signer.

2. Type II: In this attack type, an adversary AII has the public keys of original
signer and proxy signer, and it has also the secret key of the proxy signer.

3. Type III: In this attack type, an adversary AIII has the public keys of
original signer and proxy signer, it has also the secret key of original signer.

Obviously, we know that if a proxy signature scheme is secure against Type
II (or Type III) adversary, the scheme is also secure against Type I adversary.
In the following security model, we only consider Type II adversary and Type
III adversary.

Existential unforgeability against adaptive AII adversary: Roughly speak-
ing, the existential unforgeability of a short proxy signature scheme under adap-
tive AII attacker requires that it is difficult for a user to forge a valid proxy
signature under a warrant W by the following game between a challenger C and
the adversary AII ;

1. C runs Setup algorithms, and produces proxy signer’s secret-public (skp, pkp)
and original signer’s public pko. Then its resulting system parameters and
the secret key skp of proxy signer are given to AII .

2. AII can issue the following queries:
(a) Delegation queries: Proceeding adaptively, when AII requests the dele-

gation with a warrant W , C runs the Delegation algorithm DG to obtain
proxy signing key sp and sends it to the AII .
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(b) ProxySign queries: Proceeding adaptively, AII can request the proxy
signature on any message M of his choice. In response, C runs Delegation
algorithm DG to generate the delegation on the warrant W , where M
must belong to the admission range of the warrant W . Then C runs the
ProxySign algorithm to obtain the proxy signature δ on message M and
returns (W, δ) to the adversary AII .

3. Outputs: Finally, AII outputs a forgery proxy signature δ∗ with a warrant
W ∗ and the message M∗ such that
(a) the adversary cannot obtain the delegation of W ∗ through delegation

queries.
(b) (W ∗,M∗) has never been queried on the Proxysign queries.
(c) δ∗ is a valid signature on message M∗ and M∗ belongs to the admission

of W ∗.

Compared with the model defined in [9, 2], an important refinement is AII can
adaptively request the ProxySign queries with message M∗ under the warrant
W . The success probability of an algorithm AII wins the above game is defined
as SuccAII

Definition 4. We say a type II adversary AII can (t, qd, qs, ε) break a proxy
signature scheme if AII runs in time at most t, AII makes at most qd delegation
queries and at most qs ProxySign queries and Succ AII is at least ε

Existential unforgeability against adaptive AIII adversary: Roughly speak-
ing, the attack shows that a proxy signature is only produced by proxy signer,
even if the original signer can not also produce a proxy signature. The existen-
tial unforgeability of a proxy signature scheme with warrant under a type III
attacker requires that it is difficult for the original signer to output a valid proxy
signature by the following game between the challenger C and the adversary
AIII

1. C runs Setup algorithms, and produces original signer’s secret-public key
(sko, pko) and proxy signer’s public key pkp. Then, its resulting system pa-
rameters and the secret key sko of original signer are given to AIII .

2. AIII can issue the following queries:
ProxySign queries: Proceeding adaptively, AIII can request the proxy
signature on the message M . In response, C runs Delegation algorithm DG to
generate the delegation on the produced warrant W , where M must belong
to the admission range of some warrant W . Then C runs the ProxySign
algorithm to obtain the proxy signature δ on message M and returns (W, δ)
to the adversary AIII .
Note that the adversary AIII doesn’t need to request delegation queries,
since it has the secret key of original signer.

3. Outputs: Finally, AIII outputs a signature δ∗ with a warrant W ∗
i and the

message M∗ such that
(a) M∗ has never been requested as one of Proxysign queries.
(b) δ∗ is a valid signature on message M∗
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The success probability of an algorithm AIII wins the above game is defined as
SuccAIII

Definition 5. We say a type III adversary AIII can (t, qs, ε) break a proxy sig-
nature scheme if AIII runs in time at most t, AIII makes at most qs ProxySign
queries and Succ AIII is at least ε

3 Our Proxy Signature Scheme

In this section, we will propose an efficient proxy signature scheme in the stan-
dard model. Our scheme is based on Zhang et.al ’s short signature scheme [24].
Our scheme consists of the following steps:

In the setup phase, ParamGen algorithm and KeyGen algorithm compute as
follows:
ParamGen: Let G1,GT be two cyclic groups of order q which is a prime number
and g is the generator of G1. e denotes the bilinear pairing G1×G1 → GT . The
master public params are

(g,G1,GT , e, q)

KeyGen: The original signer Alice randomly chooses xa, ya ∈ Zq to compute
the corresponding public key ua = gxa and va = gya . Similarly, for the proxy
signer Bob, he also randomly selects xb, yb ∈ Zq to produce the corresponding
public key ub = gxb and vb = gyb .

Delegation: Let W denote a delegated warrants which include proxy signer’s
identity and deadline, and so on. To produce a delegation of the warrant W , the
original signer Alice computes as follows:

– randomly choose r ∈R Zq to compute xa + Wya + r. If xa + Wya + r is not
a quadratic residue modulo q, then we try again with a different r.

– Then, compute δ = g(xa+Wya+r)
1
2 and send (δ, r) to proxy signer Bob.

– Upon receiving (δ, r), proxy signer verifies whether e(δ, δ) = e(uavW
a gr, g)

holds. If it holds, (δ, r) is act as the signing key of proxy signer.

ProxySign: Let M be an 160− bit message in the admission range of warrant
W . Otherwise, we can adopt a suitable collision resistant hash function to hash
the message to 160bits. To generate a signature Sig on the message M with
(δ, r) and secret key (xb, yb), the proxy signer computes as follows:

1. randomly choose rb ∈ Zq to compute xb + Myb + rb. If xb + Myb + rb is not
a quadratic residue modulo q, then we try again with another rb ∈R Zq.

2. then compute β = δ(xb+Myb+rb)
1
2 ;

3. the resultant proxy signer on message M is (β, W, rb, r);
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Verify: given a proxy signature (β, W, rb, r) on message M , a verifier first checks
whether M belongs to the admission ranger of W . If it is valid, then it verifies
as follows:

e(β, β) = e(uavW
a gr, ubv

M
b grb) (1)

If the above equation (1) holds, then the result returns True; otherwise, the
result returns False.

4 Security Analysis

4.1 Correctness

Clearly, the correctness can be easily verified by the following equations.

e(β, β) = e(δ(xb+Myb+rb)
1
2 , δ(xb+Myb+rb)

1
2 )

= e(δ(xb+Myb+rb), δ)
= e(δ, δ)(xb+Myb+rb)

= e(uavW
a gr, g)(xb+Myb+rb)

= e(uavW
a gr, ubv

M
b grb)

4.2 Analysis

In the following, we will provide security analysis of the proposed proxy signature
scheme and show that the scheme is secure in the standard model.

Theorem 1. If there exists an adversary AII can (t, qd, qs, τ, ε) break the pro-
posed short proxy signature scheme , then there exists another algorithm B who
can make use of the adversary AII to solve the k + 1−SR problem in group
(G1,GT ) with the probability

ε′ >
ε

2
− 2

qd + qs

q

where qs denotes at most times of asking proxy signing queries, qd be at most
times of asking delegation queries.

Proof. Assume there is a (ε, t, qe, qs)−adversary AII exists. We are going to
construct another PPT B that makes use of A to solve the k + 1−SR problem
with probability at least ε′ and in time at most t′.

Let us recall the k + 1−SR problem, given a k + 1−SR problem instance
{g, α = gx, h1, · · · , hk+1 ∈ Zq, g

(x+h1)
1/2

, · · · , g(x+hk+1)
1/2}, its goal is to com-

pute g(x+h)1/2
for some h 6∈ {h1, · · · , hk+1}, where k + 1 > qd + qs. In order

to use AII to solve this problem, B need to simulates a challenger and the
oracles (Delegation oracle and proxy signing oracle) for the adversary A. To ef-
ficiently simulate their interactive steps, we distinguish two types of forgers. Let
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(G1,GT , q, g, ua, va, ub, vb) be public parameters which are given to adversary
AII . When adversary AII asks for delegation oracle on warrant (W1, · · · ,Wqd

),
(ri, δi) is responded on these warrant Wi for i = 1, · · · , qd. Let hi = Wiya + ri

and denote two types of forger AII as follows:

Type-1 AII which makes query for some warrant satisfying Wi = −xa, or
outputs a forgery where W · ya + r 6∈ {h1, · · · , hqd

}.
Type-2 AII which never makes any query for a warrant W = −xa, and outputs

a forgery where W · ya + r ∈ {h1, · · · , hqd
}

In the following, we describe their interactive steps.

Setup: To simulate the game, B chooses a random element ya ∈ Zq to compute
va = gya . Let (ua = (α)k(gya)1−k, va = (α)1−k(gya)k) be original signer’s public
key, where α is be in the instance of the above k+1−SR problem and k ∈ {0, 1}.
Then B selects two random integers xb, yb ∈ Zq to compute proxy signer’s public
key ub = gxb and vb = gyb . If k = 1, send original signer’s public key (ua =
α, va = gya), proxy signer’s public key (ub, vb) and proxy signer’s secret key
(xb, yb) to adversary AII ; If k = 0, send original signer’s public key (ua =
gya , ua = α), proxy signer’s public key (ub, vb) and proxy signer’s secret key
(xb, yb) to adversary AII ;

Delegation Oracle: When AII issues a delegation query with warrant W , to
respond these delegation queries, B maintains a list h−list which is initially
empty and a counter l which is initially set to be 0.

1. Upon receiving a delegation query for warrant Wi, B increments l by one,
and checks if g−Wi = ua. If so, then it means α = g−Wi , thus B can compute
(h, g(x+h)

1
2 ) where h ∈ {h1, · · · , hqd

}.
2. Otherwise, if k = 1, set ri = hi −Wiya. When ri = 0, B reports failure and

aborts it. When ri 6= 0, B returns (δi = g(hi+x)
1
2 , ri) to AII . If k = 0, set

ri = Wihi − ya ∈ Zq and check whether ri = 0 holds, if it holds, then B
reports failure and aborts it. Otherwise, B returns (ri, δi = g(hi+x)

1
2 ·√Wi).

3. Add (Wi, ri,Hi = vWi
a gri , δi) in the h−list.

ProxySign Oracle: SupposeAII issues a ProxySign query on message mi under
the warrant Wi, B responses as follows:

1. Firstly, B checks whether (Wi, ∗, ∗, ∗) exists in the h−list. If so, B returns
this tuple (Wi, ri, ∗, δi), and randomly chooses rbi ∈ Zq to compute βi =

δ
(xb+miyb+rbi

)
1
2

i . Note that the key pair (xb, yb) of proxy signer is known to
B.

2. Otherwise, B makes a delegation oracle on warrant Wi to obtain (Wi, ri, ∗, δi).
Then produce a proxy signature by the forgoing step.

3. Finally, return proxy signature (βi, rbi
, ri) on message mi to AII .

Output: Finally, the adversary AII outputs a valid proxy signature (β∗, r∗b , r∗)
on message m∗ under the warrant W ∗ such that
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1. m∗ belongs to the admission range of W ∗;
2. W ∗ must never been queried for delegation oracle .
3. β∗ is a valid signature which satisfies the verifying equation.

Since B know secret key (xb, yb) of proxy signer, it can compute as follows :

δ∗ = (β∗)(xb+m∗yb+r∗b )−
1
2

Thus, we have

e(δ∗, δ∗) = e(uavW∗
a gr∗ , ubv

m∗
b grb)(xb+m∗yb+r∗b )−1

= e(uavW∗
a gr∗ , g) (2)

Let H∗ = vm∗
a gr∗ , according to the above two types of adversary AII , we define

the following events as:

F1: (Type-1 of adversary AII) No tuple of the form (∗, ∗,H∗, ∗) appears in the
h−list.

F2: (Type-2 of adversary AII) At least one tuple (Wi, ri,Hi, δi) which satisfies
Hi = H∗ appears in the h−list.

Denote E1 to be the event k = 1 and E2 to be the event k = 0. We know that
AII success in the above game if and only (E1 ∧ F1) ∨ (E2 ∧ F2) happens.

Case 1: if ua = g−Wi , then it means AII can recover the secret key of its chal-
lenger. Thus SR-problem can be solved. When W ∗ya + r∗ 6∈ {h1, · · · , hqd

},
the forged signature (β∗, r∗b , r∗) is valid, it should satisfy the above equation
(2). Let h∗ = W ∗ya + r∗. Thus, (h∗, δ∗) is a new solution of SR-problem.

Case 2: in the case, va = α = gx and there exists a pair v
Wj
a grj = vW∗

a gr∗ .
Since (W ∗, r∗) 6= (Wj , rj), otherwise it does not satisfy the conditions in
the Output phase. It means that W ∗ 6= Wj and rj 6= r∗. Therefore, B can
compute x = rj−r∗

Wj−W∗ which is the secret key of its challenger. It also means
that SR− problem is solved.

Now, we have to assess B’s probability of success. Since E1 and F1 are inde-
pendent with uniform distribution, Pr[E1 ∨ E2] = 1 and Pr[F1 ∨ F2] = 1, the
probability that AII succeeds is Pr[(E1 ∧ F1) ∨ (E2 ∧ F2)] = 1/2.

Next we bound the probability that B does not abort. From the above game
of B we know that A aborts if

– in E1 ∧ F1, if and only if ri = 0 in the delegation phase and proxy signing
phase. For a given ya, it appears with probability at most qd+qs

q .
– in E2 ∧ F2, if and only if ri = 0 in the delegation phase and proxy signing

phase, For a given ya, it appears with probability at most qd+qs

q .

Thus, B succeeds with probability at least ε
2 − 2 qd+qs

q , where ε is a probability
to produce a valid forgeable proxy signature.

¤
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Theorem 2. If there exists a type III adversary AIIIcan (t, qs, qd, ε) breaks the
proposed proxy signature scheme , then there exists an algorithm B which is able
to use AIII to solve the k+1−SR problem in group (G1,GT ) with the probability

ε′ >
ε

2
− 2

qd + qs

q

where qs denotes at most times of asking proxy signing queries, qd be at most
times of asking delegation queries.

Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Let {g, α = gx, h1, · · · , hk+1 ∈ Zq, g

(x+h1)
1/2

, · · · , g(x+hk+1)
1/2} be k + 1−SR

problem instance. In order to use AIII to solve k + 1−SR problem, B need
to simulates a challenger and the oracles (Delegation oracle and proxy signing
oracle) for the adversary AIII . To efficiently simulate their interactive steps,
we distinguish two types of forgers. Let (G1,GT , q, g, ua, va, ub, vb) be public
parameters which are given to adversary AIII . When adversary AIII asks for
Proxy Signing oracle on message m, (ri, rbi , β) is responded for i = 1, · · · , qs.
Let hi = miyb + rbi and denote two types of forger AIII as follows:

Type-1 AIII which makes query for some message satisfying mi = −xb, or
outputs a forgery where m · yb + rb 6∈ {h1, · · · , hqs

}.
Type-2 AIII which never makes any query for a message mi = −xb, and out-

puts a forgery where m · yb + rb ∈ {h1, · · · , hqs
}

In the following, we describe their interactive steps.

Setup: To simulate the game, B chooses a random element yb ∈ Zq to compute
vb = gyb . Let (ub = (α)k(gyb)1−k, vb = (α)1−k(gyb)k) be proxy signer’s public
key, where α is be in the instance of the above k+1−SR problem and k ∈ {0, 1}.
Then B selects two random integers xa, ya ∈ Zq to compute original signer’s
public key ua = gxa and va = gya . If k = 1, send proxy signer’s public key
(ub = α, vb = gyb), original signer’s public key (ua, va) and original signer’s
secret key (xa, ya) to adversary AIII ; If k = 0, send proxy signer’s public key
(ub = gyb , ub = α), original signer’s public key (ua, va) and original signer’s
secret key (xa, ya) to adversary AIII ;

Delegation Oracle: Because the adversary AIII possesses original signer’s se-
cret key, Delegation oracle is not needed to be queried.
ProxySign Oracle: Suppose AIII issues a ProxySign query on message mi

under a warrant Wi, B responses as follows:

1. Upon receiving a proxy signing query for message mi, B increments l by one
and checks whether g−mi = ub. If so, then it means α = g−mi , thus B can
produce a pair (h, g(x+h)1/2

) where h ∈ {h1, · · · , hqs
}. Thus, the k + 1−SR

problem is solved.
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2. Otherwise, when k = 1, set rbi
= hi − miyb. In the very unlikely event

that rbi
= 0, B selects another value from the remainder {h1, · · · , hqs

}
to obtain rbi 6= 0. Then randomly choose a ri ∈ Zq to compute βi =

(g(hi+x)
1
2 )(xa+Wiya+ri)

1
2 Finally, B returns (ri, rbi

,Wi, βi,Hi = vmi

b grbi ) in
the H−list. When k = 0, set rbi

= mihi − yb ∈ Zq, if the computed
rbi

= 0, another value is selected from {h1, · · · , hqs
}. Then randomly choose

a ri ∈ Zq to compute βi = (g(hi+x)
1
2
√

mi)(xa+Wiya+ri)
1
2 Finally, B returns

(ri, rbi
,Wi, βi,Hi = vmi

b grbi ) in the H−list.
3. Finally, return proxy signature (βi, rbi

, ri) on message mi AII .

Output: Finally, the adversary AII outputs a valid proxy signature (β∗, r∗b , r∗)
on message m∗ under the warrant W ∗ such that

1. m∗ belongs to the admission range of W ∗;
2. m∗ must never been queried for proxy signing oracle .
3. β∗ is a valid proxy signature which satisfies the verifying equation.

Since B know secret key (xa, ya) of original signer, it can compute :

τ∗ = (β∗)(xa+W∗ya+r∗1 )−
1
2

Thus, we have

e(τ∗, τ∗) = e(uavW∗
a gr∗ , ubv

m∗
b grb)(xa+W∗ya+r∗1 )−1

= e(ubv
m∗
b gr∗b , g) (3)

Let H∗ = vm∗
b gr∗ , according to the above two types of adversary AIII , we define

the following events as:

F1: (Type-1 of adversary AIII) No tuple of the form (∗, ∗, ∗, ∗,H∗) appears in
the H−list.

F2: (Type-2 of adversary AIII) At least one tuple (ri, rbi
,Wi, βi,Hi) which

satisfies Hi = H∗ appears in the H−list.

Denote E1 to be the event k = 1 and E2 to be the event k = 0. We know that
AIII success in the above game if and only (E1 ∧ F1) ∨ (E2 ∧ F2) happens.

Case 1: if ub = g−mi , then it means AIII can recover the secret key of its
challenger. Thus SR-problem can be solved. When m∗yb+r∗b 6∈ {h1, · · · , hqs

},
the forged signature (β∗, r∗b , r∗) is valid, thus, (τ∗,m∗, r∗b ) should satisfy the
above equation (3). Let h∗ = m∗yb + r∗b . Thus, (h∗, τ∗) is a new solution of
SR-problem.

Case 2: in the case, vb = α = gx and there exists a pair v
mj

b grbj = vm∗
b gr∗b .

Since (m∗, r∗) 6= (mj , rbj
), otherwise it does not satisfy the conditions in

the Output phase. It means that m∗ 6= mj and rbj
6= r∗. Therefore, B can

compute x =
rbj
−r∗

mj−m∗ which is the secret key of its challenger. It also means
that SR− problem is solved.
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The analysis of B’s probability of success is similar to that of theorem 1.
¤

Efficiency Analysis

Here, we compare our scheme with Huang et al.’s scheme [10] in terms of
signature size, public key size and computational costs of verifying and signing.
Because Huang et.al ’s scheme is also a proxy signature without random ora-
cle. To fairly comparing, we include the following presentation, the notion |G1|
denotes the bit length of an element in G1, Pm be scalar multiplication on the
curve, Pa be multiplication among elements in G1 and e be pairings computa-
tion which is very expensive compared to summation and exponentiation and
it determines efficiency of a scheme. Let |q| be binary length of q and |G1| be
length of element in G1.

Table 1. Comparison of our proposed scheme with Huang etal. scheme

Scheme Size Verification Proxy signing Size of PK

Huang et al.’s scheme 3|G1| 5e + 2nPa 5Pm + (2n + 2)Pa (2n + 6)|G1|+ |q|
Our scheme 1|G1|+ 2|q| 2e + 4Pm + 4Pa 1Pm 4|G1|+ |q|

Let size be the length of signature, Verification be verification computation, Proxy
Signing be signing cost, Size of PK be size of public key of proxy signer or original
signer.

According to the following table, proxy signature in our scheme has the
advantages over that of Huang et al.’s scheme in terms of the size of system
parameters, computational cost of verification and proxy signing and the size of
proxy signature.
Strong undeniability. According to the scheme above, we know that only the
proxy signer can generate such a proxy signature. Therefore, he cannot deny his
responsibility.
Prevention of misuse.In our scheme, the delegation signature and proxy sign-
ing key cannot be used to learn any of the private keys. Thereby, they cannot
be used for other purposes than proxy signing and delegating signing capability.
The compliance of these actions with their respective warrants are to be enforced
by any entity verifying a proxy signature or being delegated a signing capability
on behalf of some other entities.
Signature Length. A signature size in our proposed scheme only consists of
one element β in G1 and two elements (rb, r) in Zq. When using a supersingular
elliptic curve over finite field Fpn with embedding degree k = 6 and the modified
Weil pairing or Tate pairing [19,20], the length of an element in G1 and in Zq

can be approximately log2q bits, thus the total signature length is approximately
3log2q bits.
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According to the above proxy signing process, we know that rb in the proxy
signature (β, r, rb) is a random number. Thus, we can make rb = r to reduce
the size of proxy signature. But xb + Myb + rb may not be a quadratic residue
modulo q. To ensure xb + Myb + rb be a quadratic residue modulo q, we can
include a hash function h(·) to set rb = hi(r), where hi(r) = hi−1(h(r)) and i
is the first number which satisfies xb + Myb + hi(r) to be a quadratic residue
modulo q. Then the resultant proxy signature is (β, r, i), where i is a |q|/2 bits
number. Since there are q−1

2 quadratic residue numbers in Zq. Thus, the size of
proxy signature is reduced to 1|G1|+ 3|q|/2.

5 Conclusion

As a special signature type, proxy signature plays an important role in right
of delegation. In this paper, we proposed an efficient proxy signature scheme
without random oracle model based on Zhang et.al ’s signature scheme. Then we
show that the scheme is proven secure in the standard model and the security
of the scheme is related to the k + 1 Square Roots Assumption. Compared with
Huang et al.’s scheme, our scheme has several advantages over Huang et al.’s
scheme in terms of the size of public key and computational costs of generation
and verification of proxy signature. A prominent merit in our scheme is less
computational costs in the signing phase. And our scheme is not malleable,
while Huang et al.’s scheme is malleable.
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